Your next adventure awaits!
Pallas Kiteweek
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Cleanest air in the world + unlimited nature + Magic of Lapland
= Pallas Kiteweek
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Welcome to Lapland! Your next kite destination.
Forget sandy beaches, we have unlimited powder.

In a single day, you can cover up to 9 mountain tops.
And you’re here for a week!
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Pallas Kiteweek menu
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Menu includes a guide for your group, accommodation,
breakfast, dinner and use of hotel facilities.

A full week of Stoke.
We begin on Saturday. Days full of snow & wind.
Evenings of good food & friends.
On Wednesday we all recover with some extra
activities of your liking.
Cruiser TEAM

PREMIUM CREW
This is the package where you get the most out
of your stay. Your group will have professional
guide for every 5 people. This means your quide
can do a lot with you from helping out with the
gear, pushing your level all the way to providing
quided trips around the snowy fjells of Pallas

This mid level package has one professional quide
for every 10 guests. Here you will get help with
figuring out the size of the kite, where to launch,
where to go and where not to go. Guide can
provide safaris around the fjells with smaller parts
of the group and give out tips for snowkiting along
the week.

Group:

5 people per guide

Group:

10 people per guide

Stoke:

6 days on kite. Guide is
with you through the days.
Inflatable and Foil kites in
play

Stoke:

6 days on kite.
Guide preps you for the day
& tags along with the team.
Inflatable kites; Foil kites
with extra tutoring

Day off: Reindeer/Husky/ Motor
sled tour (optional) +
Arctic Sauna World
Option:

Pricing:

Overnight kitehike in
the wilderness

Day off: Reindeer/Husky/ Motor sled
tour (optional) +
Arctic Sauna World
Option:

Pricing:

Book your advanced
teach sessions on
snowkite

The CROWD
This package is based on our original Pallas
Kiteweek concept. Here your group will have a
professional quide for every 25 guests. In this
package quide will provide general info about
conditions, where to go and what to do. Personal
assistance is limited so this package suits perfectly
to groups who wish to do more independent action.
Group:

Up to 25 people / guide

Stoke:

6 days on kite.
Guide preps you for the day.
Independent kiting in the
scenery.
Inflatable kites; Foil kites
with extra tutoring

Day off: Reindeer/Husky/ Motor sled
tour (optinal)
Option:

Pricing:

Learn to kite with our
teachers

Pallas Kiteweek expeditions
This is a combination of traditional Pallas Kiteweek and an Expedition.
Just you and the Crew. Hundreds of kms of uncovered terrain to kite.
For the most fun, this Expedition is planned together.

TRAILBLAZER
A few days preparing at the hotel & then we head off
into the Wilderness for rest of the week. For the last
night we return and enjoy hot meal, sauna & comfort of
beds.
Best part of the expedition is that this starts way before
you arrive. We have included a 2 hour remote planning
session where the expedition grew gets to know each
other and can plan the journey together with the guide.
Also included on top of hotel accomodations and such,
this Expedition includes all camping equipment and food
for the Expedition.
Skills:
Stoke:

7 days on kite

R&R:

3 hotel + 4 tent nights

NO Days off
Program: TBD
Price:

TBD
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Pallas Kiteweek prices
Prices per person including unlimited access to Nature, a guide
for your group, accommodation, breakfast, lunch, dinner and use
of hotel facilities.

Full Kiteweek (7 nights)
We offer accommodations from single room to shared a 3-person accommodation, so you can come alone
or with your crew!
PREMIUM CREW

Singleroom
2-person room
3-person room

2.325€
2.120€
2.100€

expedition

Starting from 1.950€

Cruiser TEAM

The CROWD

1.725€
1.520€
1.500€

1.425€
1.220€
1.200€

planned together with the crew, final prices will be based on that
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And for those of us who are just starting?
We have top-of-the-class teachers helping you to catch your wind.

Pallas Kiteweek prices

New to snowkiting or looking to progress faster?
snowkite lessons are organized with max 2 ppl per guide. For group lessons, ask for quote

Full snowkite lessons for the week

500€

(incl. 2h/day of lessons 5days/week)

Snowkite basic course

280€

(6 hours of lessons)

Advanced private lessons

70€/h/person
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LESS HASSLE - We’ve got all the gear you need
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Pallas Kiteweek prices

Rent the gear you don't want to carry with you
full kiteset (inflatable)

400€

3 kites, bar, harness & pump

full kiteset (foilkite)

550€

3 kites with bars, leash, harness + 2 hour lesson on launching, landing and packing up a foilkite. If you are experienced foilkiter -100€

touring Skiis or splitboard

245€

incl. touring skiis/board, boots, skins, poles & sled to carry equipment

We can offer rental for other winter equipment such as winter clothing by request. Contact us if this is needed.
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No-wind days? No problem. We’ve got you covered!
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Pallas Kiteweek prices

No wind, or looking to experience Lapland to the fullest!
Aurora hunting with snowshoes

89€

included in the premium crew set

Arctic sauna world

30€

included in the premium crew & cruiser team sets

Night in the wilderness

125€

min 4 people per group

Reindeer/Husky/Motor sled safaris, ice fishing

tbd

as there are many ways to enjoy Lapland, we will plan these activities together. Price wary.

we can also provide various other lapland activities by your request
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Magic of Lapland awaits
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So find your crew. See you in pallas!
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Welcome to your
adventure!
Pallas Kiteweek

